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Just play. 
Have fun. 

Enjoy the game.
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   Tuzzles Koala 
Environment Game 

  

   132654    ................................................     $99.95 

 

  An Australian designed and manufactured environmental 
awareness game for 4 players. This is an exciting 
game with lots of friendly competition and realistic 
consequences as children experience how fragile a 
habitat may be. Players try to keep their Koala’s and 
forests safe from the bulldozers. The first player to have 
4 trees and 4 Koala’s, wins. Each tree measures 10 x 
6.5 x 0.5cmH.       

   Tuzzles Build A Butterfly Game 

  
   132657    ................................................     $54.95 

 

  Combines shape-recognition, turn taking and colour 
recognition. A bingo style game where you spin the 
spinner, find the correct piece and place it in your 
puzzle. The first to complete the puzzle is the winner. 
Includes 4 x 8 piece Butterfly Puzzles (each measuring 
14.5 x 14.5 x 1.5cmH) & 1 spinner.       

   Tuzzles Fish Race Game 

  
   132659    ................................................     $99.95 

 

  A game for up to 6 children, teaching colour and 
shape recognition as well as turn taking, as players co-
operatively help each other find their fish the quickest 
way home to the safety of the coral. Made of a durable 
vinyl material. It also includes 2 game spinners, 6 fish 
and game instructions.   Size: 60 x 40 x 1.9cmH    

   Tuzzles Honey Bee
Colour & Count Game 

  

    132658    ................................................     $54.95 

 

  A fun, colourful game that teachers colour and number 
recognition, counting skills and turn-taking. First put the 
playing board together – it is an interlocking four piece 
puzzle. The first Bee to collect the nectar from the flower 
and return to the hive is the winner. The game may be 
played as a group activity, so the Bees play each other 
or as a game for 1 to 6 players. Each puzzle board is 
24 x 21 x 0.5cmH.       

   Tuzzles Feel & Match Game & Puzzle 

  
   132655    ................................................     $99.95 

 

  A set of 4 game puzzle boards where the pieces are 
placed in a bag out of sight and identified by feel then 
placed in the correct hole. 25 piece set. Can be played 
by 1 to 4 players. Each puzzle board measures 20 x 
14.5 x 1cmH.       

   Tuzzles Ladybird Flower Colour & 
Count Game 

  
   132656    ................................................     $54.95 

 

  A game played with either spinner for simplicity (collect 
by colour or number) or can make more challenging 
using both spinners simultaneously (collect by colour 
AND number). The first person to collect all their pieces 
wins. Each flower is 20 x 20 x 0.5cmH.       

 An Australian made range of educational sorting 
letterbox games that will give children a hands on 
learning experience. Multiple lessons include sorting 
and matching cards, memorising card locations, fine 
motor control skills by carefully inserting the cards into 
the letterbox slots and cleverly deciding which cards go 

into each specific slot. 

   Safety First 
     132125   Letterbox Game  ..........................     $99.95 

 

  Comes with 16 wooden picture cards (8 matching pairs) 
each card measures 10 x 7cm.   Size: Box 21 x 12 x 
10cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 10cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Where Does The Food Come From 
     132118   Letterbox Game  ........................     $119.95 

 

  Comes with 24 wooden picture cards (12 matching 
pairs) each card measures 10 x 7cm.   Size: Box 39 x 12 
x 10cmH   Age: 3+ yrs x 10cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   When I Grow Up I Want To Work In 
     132119   Letterbox Game  ........................    $119.95 

 

  Comes with 24 wooden picture cards (12 matching 
pairs) each card measures 10 x 7cm.   Size: Box 39 x 12 
x 10cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Healthy/Sometimes Food Game 

  
   132131    .................................................    $89.95 

 

  First you have to find the matching pairs of food, then 
decide whether to place them in the ‘healthy food’ box or 
the ‘sometimes food’ box. Game includes 24 matching 
wooden cards and 1 sorting box measuring 20 x 10 x 
10cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Healthy/Sometimes Food Game 

 
  Tuzzles Wooden Games   

   132661T   Set of 6  ..........................................................................................................................    $439.95 
         Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Word & Number Games 

   Natural Wooden Letters & Numbers Box Set 

  

    136800   280pcs  ...................................................................    $479.95 

 

  Explore the many literacy and numeracy learning opportunities with this huge 
classroom natural set of 280 wooden letter and number tiles. Each wooden 
tile is 5.5cm square x 1cm thick, light and smooth to touch and made from 
Alstonia wood, a renewable and sustainable resource native to the tropics. 
The set contains 100 upper case letters, 100 lower case letters, 60 numbers 
and 20 operators (= x - + ÷) and is supplied in a solid wooden box with 
double hinged doors. Frequently used letters such as a and e have extra letters 
provided. Encourage children recognise letters and sort them into words and/
or sentences and practise pronouncing them, or simply spell out their own name 
by arranging the tiles. Numeracy skills such as recognising numbers, counting, 
solving number problems, sorting, noticing patterns, adding and subtracting 
numbers and so on, can be developed with the aid of this set. Box measures 
45 x 50 x 9cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

 Designed so that children can trace with their fingers. Made in Australia from UV resistant, coloured medium-density fibreboard (MDF) and supplied in a 
Pine storage box. 

   Wooden Finger Tracing Cards 
      132135   Numbers 10pcs  .....................................................................    $69.95 

 
  Count from one to ten with these wooden number cards. Includes 10 moisture resistant 
cards.       

  $69.95     132134   Letters 26pcs  .......................................................................    $149.95 

 
  Learn the alphabet with these wooden letter cards. Includes 26 moisture resistant, hard 
and durable cards.   Size: 15 x 10cmH    

   Felt Balls 

      137086   Alphabet 57pcs  .....................................................................    $64.95 

 

  Literacy is fun with this colourful alphabet felt ball set. Two full sets of each alphabet letter 
and includes an extra set of vowels for literacy, presented in a calico bag for storage. 
Children can make the alphabet, make words, sort colours or use as a letter recognition 
game.   Size: 3cm Dia    

   137087   Numeracy 44pcs  ...................................................................    $59.95 

 

  A colourful felt ball number set with maths symbols. Introduce numeracy in a fun and 
colourful way. The felt balls can also be colour sorted for younger children or used as a 
number recognition game.   Size: 3cm Dia    

  Natural Wooden Letters & Numbers Box Set 
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   Explore The Solar System Game 
     132189    ........................................................................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  Hop from planet to planet as you explore the vast solar system and learn about each different world. Watch out for 
asteroids, comets and black holes. Supplied in a wooden storage tray, the game includes 4 coloured wooden pieces 
and 1 large wooden dice.   Size: 40 x 40 x 5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Alphabet Magnets 

  
   116361   52pcs  .......................................     $26.95 

 

  Brightly coloured and beautifully designed, the wooden 
alphabet magnets make the perfect toy for children to 
play, and learn with. Packaged in a wooden, Green 
painted box, the set includes 26 uppercase and 26 
lowercase magnets. Measuring a generous 5cm for 
uppercase and 3.5cm for lowercase, the wood is eco-
friendly and the paint is non-toxic.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Wooden Alphabet Magnets   Wooden Alphabet Magnets 

   COKO Capital Letters   
   132520   40pcs  .......................................    $21.95 
      Size: 3.5cm   Age: 4+ yrs 

   COKO Lower Case Letters   
   132522   50pcs  .......................................     $21.95 
      Size: 3cm   Age: 4+ yrs 

   COKO Numbers 1 to 10   
   132521A   30pcs  ........................................    $21.95 
      Size: 3.5cm   Age: 4+ yrs 

   Quercetti Magnetic Numbers   
   131677   48pcs  .......................................     $14.95 
      Size: 3.5cm    

   Quercetti Magnetic Letters   
   131675   Upper Case 48pcs  .....................     $14.95 
      Size: 3.5cm    

   131676   Lower Case 48pcs  .....................     $14.95 
      Size: 3.5cm    

   Quercetti Magnetic Shapes   
   131678   49pcs  .......................................     $14.95 
      Size: 1.5 to 9.5cm    

   Quercetti Magnetic Boards   
   131671   6pk  ..........................................     $99.95 
   Size: 35 x 25cmH Age: 3+ yrs

   COKO Base Plate   
   132501C   Large 18 x 18 Studs  ....................    $18.95 
      Size: 28.5 x 28.5cm    

   132509   Medium 12 x 12 Studs  ................    $10.95 
      Size: 16 x 16cm    

   Quercetti Magnetic Play Class Set 

     131678T   199pcs  .........................................................................................................................     $149.95 

 

  A world of magnetic toys to familiarise children with written language. Children are exposed to words from an early 
age, even if they can’t read yet. Children recognise written language and pictures and wonder about it in their own 
way. The class set contains 49 Magnetic Shapes, 48 Magnetic Numbers, 48 Lower Case Letters, 48 Upper Case 
Letters and 6 Magnetic Boards.       
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 Strategy & Balance Games  Strategy & Balance Games 

   Masterkidz Shape Sliding Maze 
      133600    ............................................................................................    $37.95 

 

  A wooden sliding maze game with geometric shapes. Easy-to-grasp puzzle pieces 
made from European Beech. Children will enjoy sliding the puzzles along the tracks. A 
great fine motor skills training and shape matching puzzle.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Sliding Game 

  
    133601    ............................................................................................    $37.95 

 

  A simple fine motor skills training game featuring 4 basic hand movements - straight 
motion, see-saw motion, circular motion and turning. Little hands will hold the wooden 
pieces and move them following the directions of the arrows. A simple but important 
resource for little ones at their early developmental stages.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ 
mths 

   Masterkidz Snail Shaped Sliding Game 
      133602    ............................................................................................    $34.95 

 

  An adorable Snail shaped sliding board game, encouraging motor skills training when 
children move the wooden blocks along the circular tracks.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 
18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Colour Sorting Magnetic Maze 
      133598    ............................................................................................    $59.95 

 

  A fun and effective colour learning, colour recognition and colour grouping maze. Use of 
the magnetic pen to sort the beads will develop fine motor skills and concentration. Made 
of sustainable European Beech plywood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz 1 to 5 Numbers Learning Magnetic Maze 

  
    133599    ............................................................................................    $59.95 

 

  Colour matching by numbers. Move the coloured beads using the magnetic want to 
the respective numbers. Through play, learn about numbers and quantity. Develops 
fine motor skills and concentration. Self correction made easy as the right number of 
coloured beads match the correct coloured number. Made of sustainable European 
Beech plywood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Magnetic Sliding Maze 
      133603   Insects  ..................................................................................    $59.95 

 

  A magnetic insect themed maze featuring 4 different shapes. Hold the magnetic pen to 
move the beads around the bee and through the spiral, oval flower and butterfly shaped 
tracks. A great eye-hand coordination training toy.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

 Strategy & Balance Games 
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 Strategy & Balance Games 

    131412T   Set of 3  ...................................    $229.95 

 

  Stand on the board and manoeuvre the marble along the 
groove from one side to the other. The Balancing Board 
has a permanently attached clear view top to keep the 
marble fully contained. Encourages concentration and 
balancing skills. Can also be achieved by hand. A set 
of all 3 Blue Ribbon balancing boards.   Size: 29 x 47 x 
5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Spinning Top 
      137144   10 x 10 x 6.5cmH  .................................................................    $17.95 

 

  Spinning tops are a traditional toy of many cultures and you will be amazed at how 
educators engage in play with these tops as much as the children. Perfect for teaching 
rotation and motion, these tops allow children of all ages to master the art of spinning.       

   131412T   Set of 3 

   Blue Ribbon Balance Board   
    131404   Zig Zag  ....................................     $84.95 
    131411   Loop  .........................................     $84.95 
    131412   Spiral  .......................................     $84.95 

   Blue Ribbon Magnetic Maze Board 
     131400    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  Use the magnetic pen to guide the iron ball along the maze path. One or two players 
can play this game. An excellent game that exercises fine motor skills.   Size: 26 x 26 x 
2.5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Feel & Fill Tactile Game 

  
   132660    ......................................................................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  This fun game isolates the sense of touch through the use of blindfolds, placing all the emphasis on tactile development. 
To fill their puzzle, children need to recognise the attributes of each shape by feeling the edges, or they can select the 
pieces by feeling the different textures. Whilst doing this they are creating mental imagery of different shapes, building 
important cognitive and language skills and learning to imagine why a person with impaired vision might need to 
improve and heighten their other senses to compensate for any loss. Each puzzle board measures 19.5 x 14.5 x 
2cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Tuzzles Feel & Fill Tactile Game 
......................................................................................................................................

rotation and motion, these tops allow children of all ages to master the art of spinning.       

  This fun game isolates the sense of touch through the use of blindfolds, placing all the emphasis on tactile development. 

  Tuzzles Feel & Fill Tactile Game 
......................................................................................................................................

   Hape Bamboo Pallina Game 

  
   135469   37pcs  .......................................     $49.95 

 

  A great game for 2-4 players which requires a sensitive 
touch and thoughtful strategy. Made from eco-friendly 
Bamboo and finished with water-based paints. Features 
a large Bamboo basket, 20 Bamboo sticks and 16 balls 
in four colours.   Size: 22 x 22 x 27cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

Zig Zag

Spiral

Loop
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 Strategy & Balance Games 

   Blue Ribbon Strongman Balance Game 
     131401    ............................................................................................    $34.95 

 

  A stacking and balancing game which challenges fine motor skills. Figures are designed 
to be stacked one on top of the other in an upright or curved way, defying gravity.  
 Size: 29.5 x 2.5 x 8cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Hape Stormy Seas 

     133822    ............................................................................................    $45.95 

 

  A game of balance and strategy. This boat is ready to be loaded with cargo. Heads up! 
The loads and boxes must be balanced equally on the boat because the valuable cargo 
can go overboard if the sea becomes rough. Includes pirate boat, 25 game pieces, die 
and instructions.   Size: Ship 12 x 26cmL   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Magnetic Fishing Game 
     144156   32cm ....................................................................................    $24.95 

 

  A great motor skills development game with six numbered sea creatures with magnets, 
to catch with your authentic 30cm rod and reel. Comes in a very handy wooden box 
with clear plastic lid for easy storage.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Tumble Tower Game 

  
   148068   12 x 12 x 26cmH  ......................     $27.95 

 

  Players take turns to take out a block and put it on the 
top of the tower without making the tower collapse. The 
block set is housed in a wooden box with lid, handy 
for storage and finished with natural oil and bees wax. 
This is also a great set of blocks for the younger age.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Epic Tower Game 

  
    143315   55pcs  .......................................     $99.95 

 

  The Epic Tower game is played by taking one wooden 
block out of the tower at a time & placing it on the 
top. The game ends once a block or blocks fall from 
the tower. Proudly Australian made, consisting of 54 
individually handmade, sanded wooden blocks and a 
30 x 30cm base board. The game begins at a height of 
38cm & 21cm wide. Supplied with rules.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Balancing Rainbow 

      133636    ............................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  This wooden Balancing Rainbow aids hand-eye coordination development and 
understanding the balancing concept. Elastic wooden rods make this durable and it is 
made of sustainable European Beech, plywood and eco-friendly water-based finishes.  
 Size: 11 x 13 x 25.5cmH    Age: 18+ mths 
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 Strategy & Balance Games 

   Masterkidz Tic Tac Toe Game 

      133604    .................................................    $39.95 

 

  A classic Tic-Tac-Toe game made of sturdy and chunky 
timber. The wooden pieces are made of sustainable 
European Beech with rounded edges.   Size: 28 x 28cm  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Noughts & Crosses Game 
     136196    .................................................     $10.95 

 
  A well loved children’s game. Always a great challenge 
between 2 children and easy too!   Size: 19 x 19 x 2cmH    

   Snakes & Ladders Floor Playmat Game 

     111549    ................................................     $12.95 

 

  Timeless game of fun and learning. Encourages children 
to learn about numbers and counting. Set contains a 
large floor play mat, large dice and counters.   Size: Mat 
113 x 129cm    

   Follow The Big Foot Game 

  

    130270    .................................................     $64.95 

 

  Learn to co-operate and co-operate to learn. A game 
consisting of the completion of footprint circuits to find 
hidden Bigfoot. Throw the dice to choose the route, 
complete the circuit by stepping over and placing the 
footprints backwards and watch out for the distractors 
and obstacles. You will need to overcome them to keep 
going and find Bigfoot. The included teaching guide 
describes incredible game dynamics using the dice of 
courses and obstacles. Contains 12 flexible footprints, 
6 left & 6 right, 2 soft course dice, 1 soft obstacle and 
distraction dice, 1 Big Foot figure and 1 instructional 
guide.      Age: 4+ yrs 

 Lighting up children’s eyes whilst breathing environmental protection and sustainability. With a company philosophy based on the principle that children are 
the most important things in life, HABA have been inventing well thought out, multi-award winning toys for over for 80 years. They create toys that foster a 
range of skills, imaginative play and fun. All toys are designed in Germany and wooden toys are made in Germany. All of the Beech and Birch wood used in 

the wooden toys are made from locally sourced sustainable forests and all carry the PEFC seal. 

   Haba Animal Upon Animal Game 

  

    149219   30pcs  ...................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  Crocodiles, lizards, sheep, toucans, monkeys, hedgehogs and snakes... you’ll never 
find such a motley mix of animals in any other game. One of HABA’s most popular 
games and winner of multiple toy awards, players race each other to be the first 
to place all of their wooden animals upon the animal pile before any of the other 
players. A roll of the dice tells the players how many animals can be placed or 
whether they can add to the alligator base. This game fosters hand-eye coordination 
and fine motor skills. Contains 29 wooden animals, 1 dice and game instructions.  
 Size: 22.6 x 22.5 x 5cm   Age: 4+ yrs 

  $49.95 
   Haba Catch Me Game 

  
    149220   9pcs  ......................................................................................     $44.95 

 

  Watch out! The cat is on the prowl. How many lazy mice will the cat catch in the 
cup?. A fast paced action game for 2-7 players. Choose one player to be the cat and 
the rest are mice waiting for the cat to pounce. The pack includes 6 wooden mice on 
cords, a wooden cup, a coloured dice, a numbered dice and a set of instructions.  
 Size: 21 x 21 x 5.5cm   Age: 4+ yrs 
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 Memory & Matching Games 

   Wooden Memory Game 

     124445   Numbers 1-20  ...........................     $31.95 

 

  Improve number and colour recognition while using and 
learning logic and concentration to match pairs. Made 
from Beech wood, these beautiful wooden discs are 
screen printed for durability. 10 pairs per set.   Size: 5cm    

   124446   Alphabet  ...................................     $33.95 

 

  These discs are made from Beech wood and are silk 
screen printed with colourful alphabet letters. This set has 
26 upper case and 26 lower case discs, supplied in a 
drawstring bag. A unique resource made from natural 
material which allows children to play simple letter 
recognition and letter matching games.   Size: 3.5 to 5cm    

   124447   Retro  ........................................     $30.95 

 

  This memory set comes packaged in a canvas drawstring 
bag. Each set contains 20 Beech wood pieces 
decorated with a variety of retro patterns.   Size: 5cm    

   124447T   Set of 3  .....................................    $89.95 

 

  Play the game that has stood the test of time... 
Memory, with this set of three wooden memory games.     
 Age: 2+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Feel & Match Game & Puzzle 
     132655    ............................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  A set of 4 game puzzle boards where the pieces are placed in a bag out of sight and 
identified by feel then placed in the correct hole. 25 piece set. Can be played by 1 to 
4 players. Each puzzle board measures 20 x 14.5 x 1cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Build A Butterfly Game 

     132657    ............................................................................................    $54.95 

 

  Combines shape-recognition, turn taking and colour recognition. A bingo style game 
where you spin the spinner, find the correct piece and place it in your puzzle. The first to 
complete the puzzle is the winner. Includes 4 x 8 piece Butterfly Puzzles (each measuring 
14.5 x 14.5 x 1.5cmH) & 1 spinner.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Memory Game 

  
    124475   Children Of The World 32pcs  .................................................    $31.95 

 

  These 16 pairs of matching wooden discs are heat-transfer printed with gorgeous images 
depicting children in traditional dress around the world. They include Scotland, South 
Korea, Central Europe, the Pacific Islands, Africa, the Middle East and more. Fantastic 
for memory development, as well as encouraging conversations about multiculturalism, 
community, diversity and inclusiveness. Beautifully crafted and packaged in a reusable 
fabric bag.   Size: 5cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Hape Rapido 
     133965   46pcs  ...................................................................................    $34.95 

 

  What chaos! Countless coloured balls are scattered all over the table. Collect them as 
fast as you can but in the right order. You need good eyes, quick hands and the ability 
to react fast.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Wooden Bingo Game 

  
    143311   247pcs  .....................................................................    $79.95 

 

  Everyone loves Bingo. A wonderful choice for a classroom game, as it can 
involve anywhere from 2 to 18 players, not including a Bingo Caller. Bingo can 
be played to win with different outcomes, from filling the entire card to playing 
in a line and is also a beneficial tool for teaching numeracy. Contains a 23cm 
Bingo cage, 2 game boards, 18 playing cards, 75 wooden balls, 150 Bingo 
chips and list of rules.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Giant Four in a Row 

  

    143314   77 x 24 x 64cmH  ................................................................    $299.95 

 

  Connect 4 of your coloured plastic discs in a row, either vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally, while preventing your opponent from doing the same. But, look out – your 
opponent can sneak up on you and win the game. This huge Wooden 4 in a row 
game is suitable for both outdoor or indoor use and it has removable slot-in legs for easy 
storage and only takes 1 to 2 minutes to put together. It includes a lightweight frame and 
42 x 9cm discs (21 Yellow and Red colours). It is suitable for 2 or more players and is 
a classic game of skill that is fun to play and promotes team building when played by 2 
or more players playing against each other. 4 in a row is also great for people learning 
mathematical solutions & being strategic about each move they make.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Four In A Row 
      116281   39 x 20 x 57cmH  ..................................................................    $79.95 

 

  A large scale game to encourage strategising, cooperation, turn taking and 
hypothesising. Put a token in the frame and make sure that four of the same colour is 
aligned either horizontally and vertically. Made from plywood.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Healthy Food Bingo Game 
     124471   118pcs  .................................................................................    $29.95 

 
  Including 10 playing mats, Healthy Food Bingo is a creative and fun way for children 
to recognise the many different healthy foods from all the food groups.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Feelings & Emotions Bingo Game 
      124472   118pcs  .................................................................................    $29.95 

 
  Including 10 playing mats, these Bingo games are a creative and fun way for children 
to recognise many different emotions.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Memory & Matching Games 

   Yogi Matching Game 
      130272    .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................    $19.95 

 
  The memory game with the benefit of physical activity. This game of 36 cards (18 matching pairs) is great for memory skills, concentration and physical activity while laying out a 
series of poses that can be incorporated into the game to make it even more fun. Card size: 5 x 5cm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Yogi Yoga Kit 
      130273    ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $26.95 

 
  This is a pack containing 40 cards, 20 cards feature artistic illustrations of yoga poses and 20 cards with complementing fun rhyming instructions. This game is for inside or out and 
for children and adults to encourage self-confidence, focus and flexibility. The pack also includes a leaflet with four game suggestions which are great for group activity.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Geo Dominoes 
     148012   28pcs  ...................................................................................    $27.95 

 

  The set contains 28 dominoes in Geometric shapes. A great way for children to have 
fun with shapes and colour. The set comes in a wooden box with lid.   Size: Box 22 x 4 
x 7cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

  Wooden Geo Dominoes   Wooden Geo Dominoes   Wooden Geo Dominoes 

   LCBF Wooden Dominoes Jar 

  
   112493   168pcs  .................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  Made from high quality, sustainable wood with a beautiful carved pattern. These 
dominoes are ideal for all classroom activities such as subitising – the instant recognition 
of the number of dots (or objects) in a small group, without counting (as with dots on 
dominoes). 28 pieces x 6 colours in a sturdy PET jar.   Size: 4.5 x 2 x 0.7cmH   Age: 
3+ yrs 
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 Environmental Games 

   Tuzzles Koala Environment Game 

  
   132654    ............................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  An Australian designed and manufactured environmental awareness game for 4 players. 
This is an exciting game with lots of friendly competition and realistic consequences as 
children experience how fragile a habitat may be. Players try to keep their Koala’s and 
forests safe from the bulldozers. The first player to have 4 trees and 4 Koala’s, wins. 
Each tree measures 10 x 6.5 x 0.5cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Magnetic Environmental Fishing Game 

     132661    ...........................................................................................     $119.95 

 

  Teach children about looking after our environment with this beautiful cooperative fishing 
game. A game with simple rules. Children must remove all the rubbish from the waterway 
to complete their puzzle, before they can catch their fish. All wooden. No screws, walls 
slide securely together.   Size: 40 x 30 x 27cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Recycling Game 
      132226    ............................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  First you have to find the matching pairs, then decide whether to place your items in the 
Recycling, Rubbish or Compost Bin. Kids will improve their memory and sorting skills 
while learning. Wooden cards 10 x 7cm. Sorting Bin 30 x 10 x 10cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Recycling Bean Bag Game 
     132188    ..........................................................................................    $219.95 

 

  Toss the bean bag in the correct bin and check that you got it right, through the clear 
acrylic face. Once you’ve played that game, turn all 24 bean bags face down for a fun 
memory game.   Size: 40 x 10 x 60cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

 WWF games are designed to 
enrich the playing experience 
by introducing endangered 
species and conservation 

themes into all-time favourite 
classic games! Wildlife 

memory games include large 
FSC wooden picture tiles and 

an attractive tube storage 
case with rope handle for 

easy transport. Made with a 
multi-level Green approach 
to minimise packaging and 

resources used. 

   WWF Animal Memory Game   
    130794   Families  ..........................................................................................................................     $44.95 
   130795   Mammals  ........................................................................................................................     $44.95 
   130796   Marine  ...........................................................................................................................     $44.95 
   130798T   Set of 3  .........................................................................................................................     $129.95 

 
  See who has the greatest memory, as you match up this set of 3 WWF animal memory games. The set includes 
Families, Mammals and Marine, all are available separately.   Size: 9 x 9 x 0.8cmH    

  Recycling Bean Bag Game 
  132188   $219.95 

while learning. Wooden cards 10 x 7cm. Sorting Bin 30 x 10 x 10cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs memory game.   Size: 40 x 10 x 60cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

  WWF Animal Memory Game 
  $44.95 
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 Indigenous Games 

   Aboriginal Wooden 
Matching & Memory Game 

      137186   Noongar Seasons WA  ............................................................    $79.95 

 

  This set of 12 Noongar seasons has been created by indigenous artisans. It is a 
matching game by season (find the same colours not images) alternatively you can use 
as two different sets in your teaching resources. Visit our website for more information.       

 
  Felt Indigenous 
Symbol Set 

  
    136742   36pcs  .................................................................................    $149.95 

 

  These hand felted cards are intended as a fun way of becoming familiar with part of our 
indigenous culture and their symbols. For each symbol card there is a matching word 
card and another matching picture card in the same colour tone, making it easy for 
children to assimilate the meaning of each symbol. Can be used as a matching game 
by either theme or colour. Having 3 cards to match instead of traditional 2 increases 
challenge and memory use.   Size: 8cm cards    

   Felt Aboriginal Symbol Game 
     136744    ............................................................................................    $44.95 

 
  Introducing indigenous symbols to young children via play, will help engage them in the 
richness of our Australian culture. The felt mat measures 39cm and symbols are 4cm.       

   Indigenous Serpents and Ladders Puzzle Game 

      132231   29pcs  ...................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  Up to 4 children can assemble this huge, 24 piece puzzle on a table or on the floor, 
then play a fun game of serpents and ladders. In a colourful, hand-painted aboriginal art 
style, it comes with 4 wooden pieces and a large wooden dice. This great educational 
resource measures 60cm x 30cm x 6mm. Made in Australia.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Indigenous Serpents & Ladders Game 
     132228    ............................................................................................    $99.50 

 

  A classic game with an indigenous theme. Hand painted and supplied in a wooden 
storage tray. Four coloured wooden pieces and large wooden dice.  
 Size: 40 x 40 x 5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   The Bush Tucker Game 
     132116    ............................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  If you land on an animal’s foot print, track it and advance forward to catch your bush 
tucker! Supplied in a wooden storage tray, game includes 4 coloured wooden pieces 
and 1 large wooden dice.   Size: 40 x 40 x 5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Aboriginal Australian Animal Memory Cards 

     138359   32pk  ....................................................................................    $32.95 

 

  Supplied in a hand made Aboriginal fabric bag. Outstanding set of 32 hand drawn 
cards. This is different from other memory games, in that you match the Australian drawn 
animal with the Aboriginal traditional drawn animal. A great way for kids to appreciate 
Aboriginal culture. Each card is 14.5 x 10cm.       

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Animal Match Game 

  
   132667    ..........................................................................................     $54.95 

 

  A versatile set of wooden pairing cards depicting Australian animals. Play memory 
match by turning all the cards face down and try to pick up pairs. Or, play a game of 
Fish and ask each other for pairs. In both games, children will learn patience, improve 
their memory and strengthen social interaction skills and pre-reading skills. Each card 
measures 9.5cm x 7cm and comes supplied in a calico bag.       

    Indigenous G
am

es 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Dominoes Game 

     132666    ............................................................................................     $54.95 

 

  These large wooden dominoes have vibrant illustrations of Australian animals. In turn, 
match the animal pictures on your dominoes to those on the table and be first to be left 
with none. Each domino measures 9.5cm x 7cm and comes supplied in a calico bag. 
For 2 to 4 players.       

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Lotto Game 

  
   132668    ............................................................................................     $54.95 

 

  How about a game of Lotto?. This brightly coloured wooden game comes with 4 game 
boards, 24 image tiles and 24 word tiles for added play value. The word tiles are used 
to call out the names of the animals or alternatively, the image tiles may be used to boost 
children’s reading skills. The first child who happens to fill their game board first is the 
winner. A game for 2 to 4 players.       

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Games 

     132668T   Set of 3  ...............................................................................     $149.95 

 

  These Aboriginal themed games will encourage understanding through play. The set of 
three wooden games are presented in a wonderful Aboriginal Cave Art style. Consisting 
of Dominoes, Matching Game and a Lotto game. Each item in the set comes supplied in 
a handy calico bag.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   What Is Bush Tucker Game 

      132230    ............................................................................................    $89.95 

 

  First you have to find the matching pairs of food, then decide whether to place them in 
the ‘Bush Tucker’ box or the ‘Other Food’ box. Game includes 24 matching wooden 
cards (16 bush tucker and 8 other food) and 1 sorting box measuring 20 x 10 x 
10cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal People Memory Game 
     132215    ............................................................................................    $69.95 

 
  This memory game depicts different Aboriginal people in everyday settings. 16 matching 
wooden cards.   Size: 33 x 25cm   Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Outdoor Games 

   Giant Snakes & 
Ladders and Dots Games 

  

    143316   18pcs  .........................................................................................    $139.95 

 

  Two Games in one. Snakes & Ladders and Dots are both played on a giant 1.5 x 1.5 metre 
mat. On the Snakes & Ladders side, the race is on to reach the end square. Climb the Ladders 
and zip to the top.. but if you land on a snake it will make you slide back down again. This 
game can be played from 2-8 players. On the Dots side, it will have participants in knots, 
literally. With a flick of the arrow you can see what’s next as you keep your balance to have 
all your hands and feet on the mat. Left hand Yellow, keep on reaching, right foot Red. Keep 
your knees and elbows off the ground. Should you fall or your knee and elbows touch the mat, 
You are OUT. Last player standing WINS. The set includes a giant play mat (1.5 x 1.5m), 4 
pins to be able to secure it in to the ground. An inflatable dice (50 × 50cm), 1 wooden dice 
(9 × 9cm), 8 assorted coloured tokens (9cm), wooden spinning board, carry bag and a set 
of rules.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Egg and Spoon & Sack Races 

  
    143313   21pcs  ...................................................................................    $64.95 

 

  Two games in one. The traditional Egg and Spoon race is a classic relay or single 
race game, with 6 assorted coloured eggs (6cm) and spoons (24cm). Difficulty can be 
increased by having participants carry the spoon with both hands, with their teeth, or 
have their hands tied behind their backs and even hopping on one foot. Sack Racing 
has also existed for many years with children competing against each other in 6 different 
coloured sacks (42cmW x 74cmL) or in relay groups to see who is the first to cross the 
line by hopping on two feet while contained within the sack.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Epic Tower Game 

  
    143315   55pcs  ...................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  The Epic Tower game is played by taking one wooden block out of the tower at a time 
& placing it on the top. The game ends once a block or blocks fall from the tower. 
Proudly Australian made, consisting of 54 individually handmade, sanded wooden 
blocks and a 30 x 30cm base board. The game begins at a height of 38cm & 21cm 
wide. Supplied with rules.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Giant Four in a Row 

  
    143314   77 x 24 x 64cmH  ................................................................    $299.95 

 

  Connect 4 of your coloured plastic discs in a row, either vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally, while preventing your opponent from doing the same. But, look out – your 
opponent can sneak up on you and win the game. A huge Wooden 4 in a row game 
that is suitable for both outdoor or indoor use. It has a lightweight frame and 42 x 9cm 
discs (21 Yellow and Red colours).      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Mindful Kids Game 
      130271    ............................................................................................    $89.95 

 

  The best way to conduct relaxation and self-awareness exercises within a game. Includes 
36 activities, techniques and games geared to improving children´s mental and physical 
health. Contains 1 spinning top, 6 plastic discs and 1 teaching guide.      Age: 2+ yrs 
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 Outdoor Games 

   10 Can Toss Game 
     143182    ................................................     $59.95 

 

  A bag containing a set of 10 rubber foam cans and 
6 balls. Made from child-safe materials.   Size: 8 Dia x 
10cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Jumbo Bowling Set Game 

     143181    ..............................................     $119.95 

 

  Strike!!. Great fun to practice a Bowling game before 
going to the real lanes. Contains 10 Pins (30cmH) and 
Bowling ball (15cm) and a storage bag. All components 
fully covered by soft foam rubber. Colours may vary.       

   Hardwood Classic Game 

  

   143255   Bygga Tumble Tower  ................    $149.95 

 

  Meet Bygga (Swedish for “build”), a giant outdoor sized 
tumble tower or Jenga game. Complete with 54 jumbo 
sized timber blocks immaculately crafted, a stabilising 
base board and its own stylish canvas duffle bag with 
shoulder strap and Official Bygga rule card. Tower 
height starts at 70cm but with the right level of skill 
Bygga can approach 2 meters during play. Each Bygga 
block is 6.5 x 3.9 x 19.5cm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   143251   Rope Quoits  ..............................    $75.95 

 

  Crafted from environmentally sustainable hardwood, the 
solid 3cm thick block and peg is beautifully finished and 
won’t tip over. Each set comes with 6 wire-centred hand 
made chunky rope quoits that are great to throw (16cm 
diameter). Base is 24 x 24cm. Peg height 28cm.       

   143252   Hoopla 5 Peg Rope Toss  ..............    $36.95 

 

  Hoopla quoits is a simple yet fun traditional throwing 
game for young and old. Hoopla Quoits is crafted from 
environmentally sustainable hardwood and comes with 
five natural rope quoits. Dimensions are 45cm square 
and pegs are 18cm high.       

    143253   Skittles Bowling  ...........................    $87.95 

 

  Handy crate of classic timber skittles will bring hours of 
fun to young and old. Each set comes with 9 beautifully 
turned timber skittles, finished with a clear varnish to 
protect and highlight the natural features of the timber. 
Each skittle is 23cm.       

   143254   Hookey  .....................................     $49.95 

 

  Crafted from environmentally sustainable hardwood, the 
solid 20mm thick hookey board is beautifully finished. 
With a 30cm diameter, it is official hookey size. Each 
set comes with thirteen hooks and six brightly coloured 
silicon based rings.   Size: 30cm    

   143255T   Set of 5  ...................................    $379.95 

 

  Five classic Hardwood games, perfect for outside play. 
Contains Rope Quoits, Hoopla 5 Peg Rope Tossing, 
Skittles Bowling, Hookey and Bygga Tumble Tower 
games.       

   Hape Colour Croquet 

     133942   8pcs  .........................................     $39.95 

 

  Set up a maze of colourful tunnels. Use the mallet (47cmL) 
to tap the ball through each one and then count how 
many times it takes to tap the ball through each tunnel. 
Made from wood and waterproof paint.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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